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ABSTRACT: Noncovalent functionalization of single-walled
carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) by semiconducting oxides is a
majorly sought technique to retain individual properties while
creating a synergetic effect for an efficient heterostructure charge
transfer. Three types of electronically and optically different
SWCNTs: metallic (m), semiconducting (s), and pristine (p) are
functionalized by ZnO using a facile sonication method. The
physicochemical and morphological properties of the ZnO-
functionalized SWCNTs, m-SWCNT+ZnO, s-SWCNT+ZnO,
and p-SWCNT+ZnO, are analyzed by advanced characterization
techniques. Evidence of charge transfer between SWCNT and
ZnO is observed with an increase in charge carrier lifetime from
3.31 ns (ZnO) to 4.76 ns (s-SWCNT+ZnO). To investigate the
optimum interaction between SWCNTs and ZnO, critical coagulation concentrations (CCC) are determined using UV−vis
absorption spectroscopy for m-SWCNT, s-SWCNT, and p-SWCNT using different molar concentrations of ZnO as the coagulant.
The interaction and coagulation mechanisms are described by the modified DLVO theory. Due to the variation in dielectric values
and electronic properties of SWCNTs, the CCC values obtained have differed: m-SWCNT (1.9 × 10−4), s-SWCNT (3.4 × 10−4),
and p-SWCNT (2 × 10−4). An additional analysis of the aggregates and supernatants of the CCC experiments is also shown to give
an insight into the interaction and coagulation processes, explaining the absence of influence exerted by sedimentation and
centrifugation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) have been explored
continuously for their unique and exceptional electrical,
mechanical, optical, physical, and dielectric properties. The
use of SWCNT is continuously increasing after its display in
1991 by Iijima, reporting the synthesis of needle-like tubes of
finite carbon structures by the arc discharge method.1 The
application of SWCNTs in nanotechnology influenced some
major fields including electronics, energy storage, sensors, fuel
generation, environmental remediations, catalysis, therapeutics,
and others for their unique properties.2−11 As emerging
research, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are coupled with nanoma-
terials to produce a synergetic effect in the electrical, optical, and
mechanical properties for numerous uses.12,13 SWCNTs are
used as a scaffolding and anchoring backbone for designing
nanomaterial growth in a specific array.4,14−16 Therefore,
importance should be given to studying the optimum interaction
between nanotubes and nanoparticles through the perspective of
molecular interactions for an enhanced interplay and function-
alization.
SWCNTs are functionalized by various methods; chemical or

physical modifications incorporated with multiple organic or

inorganic compounds via intimate interactions between the
compositions with covalent or noncovalent attachment.14 The
noncovalent functionalization in composites shows comple-
menting behavior due to the synergetic effect for both the
building blocks, uplifting overall performance, e.g., functional-
ization of SWCNTs with metallic nanoparticles (Au/Ag)
enhances the selective catalytic property and increase charge
transfer.17 The most used catalytic nanoparticles include
semiconductor oxides like ZnO, TiO2, CuO, SnO2, MoS2, etc.,
and SWCNTs−semiconductor oxide composites have become
an attractive field of investigation for efficient charge trans-
fer.18−20

ZnO is one of the most studied n-type transition metal oxide
semiconductors with a wide bandgap of 3.3 eV. ZnO is known
for its versatility in synthesis, tunable physical, optical, chemical,
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and other properties and is also a good candidate for its
biocompatibility. This n-type semiconductor oxide is mainly
used for its ability of photocatalytic properties by producing
reactive oxygen species (ROS) which are highly reactive to the
pollutants through advanced oxidation processes and thereby
used in organic/inorganic pollutants degradation.20−24 The
SWCNT−semiconductor oxide composites form p−n/
Schottky heterojunction type interfaces depending upon the
contributors.25 However, in-depth investigation into the
interaction between individual contributors in this composite
is required. In addition, other SWCNT functionalization
treatments like acid treatment, use of polymer, or expensive
preparation techniques have to be replaced by an easy synthesis
method.
The uniqueness of SWCNT properties originated from the

graphene sheet rolled to make a hollow tube and sp2 hybridized
carbon atoms with photon and electron flow confined in one
dimension along the tube axis. The electronic properties of
SWCNTs depend on SWCNT chirality (n, m) indices;
semiconducting (n − m ≠ 3i) or metallic (n − m = 3i),
armchairs (m = n); i = integers. As a single strand of CNT
diameter is within 10 nm, it is impossible to separate a single
CNT strand, thereby existing in a bundle of strands attached,
due to the polydisperse nature of SWCNT during their
productions (like mixed diameters, lengths and chirality).26,27

Several works have been done to separate pure metallic-
SWCNTs (m-SWCNTs) or semiconducting-SWCNTs (s-
SWCNTs) from pristine SWCNTs (p-SWCNTs), where both
types of SWCNTssemiconducting and metallicare mixed
through the preparation processes.28,29 As SWCNTs are
hydrophobic, J. C. Poler’s group had extensively studied
SWCNT dispersion in various polar or nonpolar organic
solvents or mixed solvents, etc., investigating stable dispersion
and debundling of individual nanotubes (NTs) for easy
utilization through ultrasonication. The group also studied
critical coagulation concentration (CCC) using varied ionic
coagulants of different ionic charges.30−33 Because of SWCNTs
difficulty in dispersion, functionalization with other molecules
and compounds is a new way to support a stable dispersion in
any desirable solvent, especially H2O, thereby, eliminating the
use of surfactants.31,34,35 The aggregation kinetics of SWCNTs
had been vastly studied in the work of M. Forney et al.34 and A.
Giordano et al.33 with ionic coagulants and impact of different
solvents in SWCNT dispersion, observing “transient stability”
when dispersed in NMP and CNTs bundling.
Here, three electronically different SWCNTs are function-

alized in a noncovalent manner using ZnO nanoparticles by a
facile sonication process to retain SWCNTs and ZnO properties
in the composites, while exhibiting a synergistic effect. To the
best of our knowledge, the study of optimum interaction
between SWCNTs and ZnO through the concept of critical
coagulation concentration (CCC) with ZnO coagulants is
limited. Therefore, for the first time, we are reporting the
determination of CCC for electronically and optically different
SWCNTs using ZnO as a coagulant. For this work, first, ZnO
nanoparticle is synthesized using a facile precipitation method.
The synthesized ZnO is used for functionalizing m-SWCNTs, s-
SWCNTs, and p-SWCNTs. To study the optimum interaction
between SWCNT and ZnO coagulant, we have adopted a
centrifugation approach to determine CCC using UV−vis
absorption spectroscopy. As an approach to study nanotubes
aggregation and its interaction with ZnO coagulant, an intense
study has been carried out extensively through determining

CCC using different molar concentrations of ZnO stably
dispersed in DMF. The interaction of SWCNTs and ZnO
coagulants in terms of charge carrier transfer through carrier
lifetimes has been analyzed. The impact of functionalization is
studied from two different points of view (SWCNTs and ZnO)
through various characterizations.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Preparation of ZnO Nanoparticles. ZnO nano-
powders were synthesized using a facile chemical precipitation
method. Here, ZnSO4·7H2O (Nice Chemical (p) Ltd.), readily
soluble in water, was used as the zinc source, and NaOH flakes
(Nice Chemicals (p) Ltd.) was used as a reducing agent in the
aqueous reaction medium (Millipore Deionized (DI) H2O)
without further purifications or treatments. Here, 10 mM of zinc
source was dispersed in 80 mL of DI H2O at 80−85 °C and
stirred for 15 min to dissociate the zinc precursor. In parallel, a
20 mL aqueous solution of 1 g of NaOH was prepared using
sonication at room temperature. The NaOH solution was added
dropwise into the zinc solution and stirred for 15 min and an
additional 2 h at 80−85 °C. The solution was cooled at room
temperature. The precipitate was collected and washed several
times with DI H2O using centrifugation at 5000 rpm to remove
unwanted compounds. The collected sample was dried in a hot
air oven overnight at 100 °C, collected, and stored for further
use. DI H2O was used throughout the experiments as a reaction
medium and for cleaning purposes.

2.2. Preparation of m-SWCNT, s-SWCNT, p-SWCNT,
and ZnO Suspensions for CCC Experiments.The 95% pure
metallic-SWCNT, semiconducting-SWCNT and pristine-
SWCNT films were bought separately from Nano Integris-
IsoNanotubes with a nanotube length range of 300 nm to 5 μm.
The ∼0.27 mM solutions of m-SWCNT, s-SWCNT and p-
SWCNT were prepared in N,N-dimethylformamide solvent
(DMF, Finar) using probe sonication separately. The SWCNT
suspensions were sonicated for 2 h at room temperature with a 6
mm diameter probe. The stable uniform dispersions of
SWCNTs were kept as a stock solution for determining CCC
without any further treatment. The solutions exhibited blackish
color (Figure S1) and were found to be stably dispersed for more
than a year which was stored at room temperature in dark.
A 0.1 M ZnO solution was prepared in DMF solvent using

sonication for 1 h at room temperature. Different molarities of
ZnO: 10−8, 10−6, 10−4, 8 × 10−4, 6 × 10−4, 4 × 10−4, 2 × 10−4,
10−3, 8 × 10−3, 6 × 10−3, 4 × 10−3, 2 × 10−3, and 10−2 M were
prepared following repeated dilution method. The solutions
were sonicated for uniform mixing and distribution. The
samples of each concentration were freshly prepared for
repeated triplet experiments to test the reproducibility of the
obtained results.

2.3. Functionalization of Electronically Different
SWCNTs by ZnO. For surface functionalization and determin-
ing CCC of electronically and optically different SWCNTsm-
SWCNT, s-SWCNT, and p-SWCNTZnO prepared in
Section 2.1 were used. Then, 50 mg of ZnO was added to 2
mL of ∼4.16 mM of each m-SWCNT, s-SWCNT, and p-
SWCNT suspension. The solutions were sonicated at room
temperature for 2 h, and the precipitates were collected by
centrifugation and dried in a hot air oven for further use (Figure
S1). The samples were labeled as m-SWCNT+ZnO, s-SWCNT
+ZnO, and p-SWCNT+ZnO for m-SWCNT, s-SWCNT, and p-
SWCNT, respectively.
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2.4. Determination of Critical Coagulation Concen-
tration. A sufficient number of 0.9 mL m-SWCNTs solutions
prepared in Section 2.2 were taken in a 1.5 mL microcentrifuge
tube separately and 0.1 mL of each molarity of ZnO solutions
were added to each separate tube containing m-SWCNTs. The
samples were kept in a dark environment overnight (after mixing
manually using a pipet) to interact and settle down attaining
saturation. The samples were then centrifuged for 10 min at
1000 rpm in a mini-centrifuge machine and the supernatant was
taken out carefully without disturbing the aggregates. The
supernatants were used for UV−vis absorption spectroscopy for
analyzing CCC. The same experimental steps were replicated for
the CCC calculation of s-SWCNTs and p-SWCNTs prepared in
Section 2.2. Also, the whole experiments for all the SWCNTs
were done in triplicates for certainty and minimizing error.

3. INSTRUMENTS

For analyzing purity and crystallinity of the samples, powder X-
ray Diffraction (XRD) Spectroscopy using Rigaku RINT 2500
TTRAX III, X-ray wavelength Cu-kα, λ = 1.5406 Å, 45 kV, 112
mA, continuous scanning from 20° to 80° (2θ) range at room
temperature was used. A Horiba Scientific LabRAM HR
Evolution Raman Spectrometer with 532 nm laser excitation
was used to analyze vibrational or stretching of chemical bonds
in a molecule. The information on stress−strain in a molecule
was obtained from XRD and Raman spectra. Sigma Field
Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (Sigma 300 FESEM,
Zeiss-Sigma 300 model) and Gemini Field Emission Scanning
Electron Microscopy (Gemini 300 FESEM) were used to
observe the physical morphology and topography of the sample.
Energy Dispersive X-ray Analysis (EDX) was taken in the
Gemini 300 FESEM to perform elemental analysis andmapping.
The tubular structure, lattice spacings and diffraction patterns
were observed using Field Emission Transmission Electron
Microscope (FETEM, JEOL,Model-2100F). To analyze optical
properties and determine critical coagulation concentration,
UV−vis absorption spectra were taken in the 200−800 nm
absorption range in the Agilent Technologies, Cary Series UV−
vis spectrophotometer. FESEM images were also used to study
suspended particles in the supernatant for the CCC experiment.
The electron decay lifetimes of ZnO, m-SWCNT+ZnO, s-
SWCNT+ZnO, and p-SWCNT+ZnO were calculated by using
Pico Second Time-Resolved Fluorimeter (make, Eddinburg
Instruments; model, Lifespec II) with an instrumental resolution
of ±2 ps in the 0−50 ns time range, excited by a 375 nm laser.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1. Structural, Physical, and Interaction Analysis of
ZnO-Functionalized SWCNTs. Morphological analysis of
ZnO nanopowders exhibited the formation of porous rough
surface quasi-spherical morphologies by aggregating smaller
subnanosized ZnO particles forming larger particles of 100−200
nm (Figure S2). A comparative study of the XRD and Raman
analysis of ZnO and SWCNT+ZnO samples is shown in Figure
1. The XRD patterns show good crystallinity with hexagonal
wurtzite phase structure of space group P63mc. In the m-
SWCNT+ZnO, s-SWCNT+ZnO, and p-SWCNT+ZnO com-
posite nanoparticles, the 11 significant peaks corresponding to
ZnO(100), (002), (101), (102), (110), (103), (200), (112),
(201), (004), and (202) planes (JCPDS card number 00-036-
1451)were recorded. A broad hump between 20°−30° was
seen in all the composites, corresponding to the (002) plane of
SWCNT (Figure 1a). No other impurity peaks were seen, and
sharp intense peaks indicate the high crystallinity of the prepared
samples. The crystallite sizes are calculated using Debye−
Scherrer’s formula,36,37 D (nm) = κλ/f cos θ, where κ = shape
factor = 0.9, f = full-width half maxima (in radian), θ = Bragg’s
angle in degree, using full-width half maxima (fwhm) value of
the three highest ZnO significant peaks (100), (002), and (101).
The crystallite size of the ZnO is found to be 19 nm, and this

ZnO is used to functionalize the three different SWCNTs;
metallic, semiconducting, and pristine-SWCNTs.
For the ZnO-functionalized SWCNTs, no significant (101)

plane peak shift is observed in the XRD analysis (Figure S3a).
However, the crystallite size of ZnO is increased from 19 nm to
30, 32, and 30 nm when m-SWCNT+ZnO, s-SWCNT+ZnO,
and p-SWCNT+ZnO were formed. Also, I101/I002 intensity
ratios are increased in the composites (Figure S3b) from 1.45 to
2.58, 2.74, and 2.8 for p-SWCNT+ZnO, s-SWCNT+ZnO, and
m-SWCNT+ZnO correspondingly. A linear dependence
between the I101/I002 intensity ratio and crystallite sizes is also
seen for the composites (Figure S3b). The increase in crystallite
sizes of ZnO and intensity ratios may be attributed to the change
in surface free energy originating from the addition of SWCNTs
and the application of external sonication energy. This shows the
enhancement in c-axis growth orientation. This also summarized
that, due to the continuous agitation provided by extra
sonication energy, crystal growth in a particular orientation
(101) is enhanced with the addition of SWCNTs.
The Raman spectra of the ZnO show high crystallinity with

wurtzite phase structure significant peaks (Figure S2b) as agreed

Figure 1. Comparative structural and vibrational analysis of ZnO, m-SWCNT+ZnO, s-SWCNT+ZnO, and p-SWCNT+ZnO with (a) XRD pattern.
(b) Raman spectra from the ZnO point of view, and (c) Raman spectra from the SWCNT point of view.
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with XRD analysis. Complementing XRD result analysis, Raman
spectra show a significant ZnO peak of E2(high) at 438 cm−1.
Other ZnO Raman peaksE2(low), 2E2(low), E1(high)/
E2(low), A1(LO), A1(2LO), and 2E1(low)were seen at
∼99, ∼203, ∼334, ∼577, ∼1094, and ∼1155 cm−1 respectively
(Figure S2b). The high intensity of E2(high) shows good
crystalline quality with C6v symmetry, where O2− and Zn2+ are
interconnected by surrounding Zn2+ ions by four O2− ions and
vice versa.
Due to complete coverage of SWCNT surfaces by ZnO

particles and lesser SWCNT quantities, a trivial broad peak is
observed between 20° to 30° in the XRD pattern (Figure 1a),
owing to the overpowering crystal orientations of ZnO.
However, in Raman spectroscopy, the molecular vibration and
stretching of ZnO (Figure 1b,c) are dominated by the bond
vibrations of SWCNT.High-intensity Raman peaks correspond-
ing to SWCNTs: radial breathing mode (RBM), D, G (split into
G− and G+), and G′ or 2D bands with a negligible audience of
ZnO vibrations (Figure 1c) are seen.
The structural, phonon and electrical properties of the

composites will be analyzed from two perspectives: (a) ZnO
E2(high) mode, and (b) RBM, D, G, and G′ bands of intrinsic
SWCNTs individually for the corresponding functionalization.
Parts b and c of Figure 1 show the comparison of Raman spectra
of m-SWCNT+ZnO, s-SWCNT+ZnO, and p-SWCNT+ZnO
from the ZnO and SWCNTs point of view, respectively.
E2(high) peak originates from oxygen vibration, lattice disorder
and phonon−phonon interactions in ZnO. Major dominant
Raman peaks corresponding to ZnO, E2(high), A1(LO)/
E2L(LO) at ∼338 and ∼580 cm−1, respectively, were also seen

to be present, with additional peaks at 800−1000 cm−1

corresponding to SWCNTs.38 The comparison of the
E2(high) peak is demonstrated in Figure S3 from the ZnO
perspectives, comparing pristine ZnOwith m-SWCNT+ZnO, s-
SWCNT+ZnO, and p-SWCNT+ZnO in Figure S3c−e
sequentially. Shifting of E2(high) Raman peak positions to
lesser wavenumbers were observed in the ZnO-functionalized
SWCNTs by 4 cm−1 for m-SWCNT and s-SWCNT and 2 cm−1

for p-SWCNT. This is due to the tensile stress and mechanical
activation influenced by the presence of SWCNTs in ZnO that
results in increasing bond length, thereby yielding shifting in the
Raman peak. These Raman peak shifts result due to the
deviation in electron distribution, indicating charge transfer
between the constituting materials.6,39−41

4.2. Charge Carrier Transfer Analysis between SWCNT
and ZnO. To investigate more into charge transfer between
donor and acceptor in ZnO-functionalized SWCNT nano-
particles, further analysis on Raman shift has been carried out. A
study of 15 different Raman spectra of each functionalized
sample was taken and compared by selecting six spectra as
shown in Figure 2, exhibiting an extreme shift in both directions;
upshift, downshift and no-shift. The comparison is done from
SWCNT perspectives, selecting three characteristic SWCNT
peaks: RBM, G (G+, G−) andG′ band for all ZnO-functionalized
SWCNTs compared with corresponding intrinsic SWCNTs.
The Raman downshift or upshift and increase or decrease in
peak intensities are an indicator of SWCNTs’s role as an electron
donor or acceptor in the functionalization as SWCNTs are
ambipolar. The amount of shift in wavenumbers is found to be a
source of calculating the number of charge densities.6,40−43 A.

Figure 2. Effects of functionalization in Raman peak in comparison taken from six different points of laser beam concentration points for the same
sample (all the Raman plots are normalized for the visualized ranges separately using basic formula): (a) RBM from 140 to 200 cm−1, (b) G-band from
1550 to 1630 cm−1, (c) G′-band from 2550 to 2750 cm−1 ranges for m-SWCNT+ZnO compared with m-SWCNT (normalized), (d) distribution of
RBM, G−, G+ and G′ band peak shift for six different readings of the same sample for the three ZnO-functionalized SWCNTs to their corresponding
intrinsic SWCNT, (e) distribution of intensity ratio ΔID/IG+, ΔIG+/IG‑ for the three samplesm-SWCNT+ZnO, s-SWCNT+ZnO, p-SWCNT
+ZnOand intrinsic-SWCNT taken for the six readings.
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M. Rao et al.41 studied the change in charge carrier density of
SWCNTs with chemical doping using electron donor and
acceptor dopants and hence altering thermal and electrical
properties. The G+ band of SWCNTs shifted to lower
wavenumbers in the presence of electron donor molecules (K,
Rb) and shifted to a higher wavenumber when paired with
electron acceptor molecules (I2, Br2).

41

Parts a−c of Figures 2, parts a−c of S4, and parts d−f of S4
show the comparison of normalized RBM, G, and G′ bands of
the ZnO-functionalized SWCNTsm-SWCNT+ZnO, s-
SWCNT+ZnO, and p-SWCNT+ZnOto intrinsic SWCNTs,
respectively. Figure 2d shows the collective distribution of
Raman shift to their intrinsic SWCNTs for all the functionalized
samplesm-SWCNT+ZnO, s-SWCNT+ZnO, and p-SWCNT
+ZnO. Three characteristic peaks, RBM, G, and G′ of m-
SWCNT+ZnO, the G− and G′ bands of p-SWCNT+ZnO, and
the G′ band of the s-SWCNT+ZnO show both upshift and
downshift with varied values. This anomalous behavior may
have occurred due to variable degrees of absorption,
functionalization, interaction and charge transfer between
SWCNTs and ZnO nanoparticles. This is also contributed by
the presence of different defects and varied influences of ZnO in
electronically different SWCNT’s carbon−carbon bonds
uniquely as well as different diameters and chirality of SWCNTs.
Therefore, different shifts were observed when the beam point
changes from one region to another region thereby generating
different spectra.39 However, a major shift from all the
distributions is being considered in this study by showing the
distribution in Figure 2d.
A maximum downshift of∼4 cm−1 in RBM is seen in all three

functionalized SWCNTs as compared to their intrinsic
SWCNTs counterparts except for m-SWCNT+ZnO, where a
maximum upshift of ∼4 cm−1 is seen (Figure 2a,d). For s-
SWCNT+ZnO, G− and G+ bands exhibit maximum downshifts
of ∼3 cm−1 each, with an increased G− intensity (Figure S4b).
However, an opposite trend is seen in p-SWCNT+ZnO, where
the G− showed an upshift of ∼3 cm−1 (with increased G−

intensity, Figure S4e) and ∼1 cm−1 for the G+ band. The G′
bands of m-SWCNT+ZnO, s-SWCNT+ZnO, and p-SWCNT
+ZnO are upshifted by ∼6, ∼3, and ∼2 cm−1, and are
downshifted by 2, 3, and 6 cm−1, respectively, as compared to
their respective intrinsic SWCNT counterparts (Figure 2c,d,
Figure S4c,f). Some readings show no Raman shift, which shows
the delicate method of functionalization and composite
formation while retaining individual dignities in physical,
electronic, and phonon properties of SWCNTs. These shifts
and alterations in G band intensity are also a source of
determining the amount of charge density as well as the type of
dopant: either donor or acceptor.27,41,44 Thus, charge transfer
occurred between the two constituting materials and hence
resulted in the shifting of exciton energies. Other factors like
uniaxial mechanical strain in SWCNTs or alteration in the
structural integrity of sp2-hybridized C atoms causes shifting of
G-band.6,40,41 This is also due to the decrease in the tube−tube
interaction by increasing the intertubular spaces between
individual nanotubes when ZnO is loaded.18 The D-band or
distortion band of SWCNTs gives information regarding the
presence of defects, dislocations, nanotube ends, and chemical
functionalization. The upshifts in D-band in all three SWCNT
+ZnO samples are due to the functionalization of SWCNTs by
ZnO nanoparticles besides indicating the introduction of
defects, distortion, and delocalization of electron density. The
downshift in G band (G+, G−) for all SWCNT+ZnO samples

indicates the formation of physical noncovalent functionaliza-
tion when ZnO adheres to SWCNT surfaces.39 To be brief, it is
noteworthy that, the functionalization of electronically different
SWCNTsmetallic, semiconducting, and pristine SWCNTs
surface by ZnO nanoparticles are based on chemical
functionalization with noncovalent van der Waals interaction.
The individual properties are retained with additional evidence
of charge transfer and changing charge carrier density as some
non-Raman peak shifts are observed in all the three SWCNT
+ZnO samples. In this noncovalent interaction, the semi-
conductor oxides interact by wrapping or physical absorption in
the carbon nanotubes walls, thereby retaining electronic and
structural properties via maintaining the original aromatic
systems of nanotubes.
Apart from concluding the noncovalent interaction between

SWCNT and ZnO, the collective distribution of ΔID/IG+ % and
ΔIG+/IG‑ % for the six selected readings of all ZnO-function-
alized SWCNTs as compared to their corresponding intrinsic
SWCNTs is shown in Figure 2e. For m-SWCNT+ZnO, s-
SWCNT+ZnO, and p-SWCNT+ZnO, theΔID/IG+ % values are
decreased by a maximum of ∼4%, ∼2%, and ∼3% sequentially
from their intrinsic SWCNT. And, as compared to the ΔIG+/IG‑
% value of intrinsic SWCNT, the ΔIG+/IG‑ % values of m-
SWCNT+ZnO, s-SWCNT+ZnO, and p-SWCNT+ZnO are
increased by ∼26%, ∼22%, and ∼85% respectively. The
decrease in ΔID/IG+ values in SWCNT+ZnO is due to the
formation of defects as the origin of the D band is related to the
sp3 hybridization of the C atom also known as the defect/
distortion induced band. The change from sp2 to sp3

hybridization of C atoms in CNT is due to the chemical
modification resulting from functionalization.45 However, a
maximum of 0.051 decreases in ID/IG+ value indicates the
formation of very fewer minute defects in the p-SWCNT+ZnO
as compared to other SWCNT/ZnO composites formed by the
sputtering process which was observed to be ∼6.46 The value of
the ID/IG+ of the SWCNT+ZnO has increased from 0.027 to
0.069max (six readings of ID/IG+ values lie between 0.034 and
0.069) for m-SWCNT+ZnO, 0.020 to 0.040 max (six readings of
ID/IG+ values lie between 0.024 and 0.040) for s-SWCNT+ZnO,
and 0.014 to 0.051 max (six readings of ID/IG+ values lie between
0.019 and 0.051) for p-SWCNT+ZnO from their intrinsic
SWCNT counterparts. These indicate the introduction of
defects due to composite formation and functionalization with
higher structural quality. The distribution of the ΔIG+/IG‑ %
values for all six readings and three samples lies in the positive
direction, which indicates the decrease in IG+/IG‑ value relative
to their intrinsic SWCNTs. Some readings show no change in
the IG+/IG‑ value, implying the retained property of SWCNTs
after functionalization. The changes in the IG+/IG‑ intensity ratio
of SWCNT and ZnO-functionalized SWCNT also reveal the
signature of charge transfer information between SWCNT and
ZnO. The decrease in IG+/IG‑ value indicates the increasing
intensity of the G− band and the decreasing intensity of the G+

band. The increase in the G− band represents the increasing
metallicity of SWCNTs by acting as an electron acceptor.6

Among the three different types of SWCNTs; metallic,
semiconducting, and pristine SWCNTs, p-SWCNTs show a
maximum decrease in IG+/IG‑ ratio by almost 85%, depicting
maximum charge transfer occurring between p-SWCNTs and
ZnO. Hence, in summary, it can be concluded that despite the
difference in optical and electronic properties of the three
electronically different SWCNTs, in the three mentioned
functionalized SWCNTs (m-SWCNT+ZnO, s-SWCNT+ZnO,
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and p-SWCNT+ZnO), ZnO semiconductor oxide acted as an
electron donor and SWCNT, an ambipolar material acted as an
electron acceptor. As a result, this charge transfer process
enhances charge carrier lifetimes by ∼1 ns in all the
functionalized SWCNTs as compared to intrinsic ZnO,
indicating the reduction in charge carrier recombination. As
charge transfer plays a crucial role in the application of
photocatalysis, it is speculated that an increase in charge carrier
lifetime in the SWCNT+ZnO composites by charge transfer
assists in elevating the photocatalytic process. Therefore, it is
worthwhile to investigate and study the charge transfer
mechanism between SWCNTs and ZnO as illustrated in Figure
4 and Table 1.

Following the extensive analysis for the interaction between
SWCNTs and ZnO from the above findings, Raman and XRD
analysis, an in-depth morphological analysis is furthermore
essential to be investigated. Parts a−c of Figure S5 show FESEM
images of the stably dispersed m-SWCNT, s-SWCNT, and p-
SWCNT in DMF solvent. The physical interaction between
SWCNTs and ZnO in the SWCNT+ZnO composite is shown in
parts d−f of Figure S5 with elemental mapping and composition
analysis shown in Figure S6 for the three ZnO-functionalized
SWCNTs. The tubular structural analysis is done by using
FETEM shown in Figure 3.
From parts d−f of Figure S5, it is evident that the interaction

between SWCNTs and ZnO is less although ZnO nanoparticles

Table 1. Carrier Lifetime of ZnO and ZnO-Functionalized with Three Optically and Electronically Different SWCNTs

samples

parameters ZnO m-SWCNT+ZnO s-SWCNT+ZnO p-SWCNT+ZnO

lifetime (ns) ± 2 ps 3.31 4.62 4.76 4.24
χ2 1.280 1.076 1.036 1.155

Figure 3. FETEM (a1, b1, c1), HRTEM (a2, b2, c2) and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern (a3, b3, c3) analysis of ZnO, m-SWCNT,
and m-SWCNT+ZnO, respectively (yellow line has been added for indicating SWCNT in part c1).
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are attached to the tube surface. The presence of an excess
amount of ZnO particles (50 mg) as compared to SWCNTs (3
mL of 1 mg/20 mL solution) is seen in all three composites and
homoaggregations of ZnO are found to be dominant. However,
uniform distribution of zinc, oxygen, and carbon (from
SWCNT) is seen in the elemental mapping of the composites
as observed in EDX analysis, shown in Figure S6, (a) m-
SWCNT+ZnO, (b) s-SWCNT+ZnO, and (c) p-SWCNT
+ZnO. This shows the even interaction despite the homoag-
gregations of ZnO nanoparticles. Raman and XRD analysis
speculated the presence of distortion due to stress and strain
provided by ZnO to SWCNTs and thereby, charge transfer
evidence was also ventured by the in-depth study of Raman G-
band analysis of the composites.
For the tubular structural analysis, a representative analysis of

ZnO, m-SWCNT, and m-SWCNT+ZnO has shown in Figure 3.
ZnO, and m-SWCNT show d-spacings of ∼3 and ∼5 Å
respectively (Figure 3a2 and 3b2). The crystallinity of ZnO is
also shown by the Selected Area Electron Diffraction (SAED)
pattern in Figure 3a3. The SAED pattern of m-SWCNT (Figure
3b3) shows amorphous structures donated by the two rings
corresponding to (002) and (004) planes. The (002) plane of
SWCNT and ZnO diffraction planes are observed in Figure 3c3
in the m-SWCNT+ZnO sample.
On account of verifying the existence of charge transfer

between the constituting materials, SWCNTs and ZnO
witnessed from meticulous analysis in Raman spectra,
intermolecular charge transfer is investigated by measuring
carrier lifetimes using a TR-PL spectrophotometer. The
calculated carrier lifetimes are shown in Table 1. The lifetimes
of charge carriers are found to have increased by ∼1 ns in
SWCNT+ZnO. This supports Raman analysis of charge carrier
transfer from n-type ZnO (electron donor) to ambipolar
SWCNTs (electron acceptor), thereby forming a heterojunction
interface. Notably, the carrier lifetime of m-SWCNT+ZnO lies
in-between s-SWCNT+ZnO and p-SWCNT+ZnO and follows
the order of s-SWCNT+ZnO > m-SWCNT+ZnO > p-SWCNT
+ZnO > ZnO: 4.76 > 4.62 > 4.24 > 3.31 ns (Figure S7). This
may be due to the presence of m-SWCNTs and s-SWCNTs in p-
SWCNTs in ∼1:3 ratio. Thus, the easy charge carriers transfer
from semiconductor oxides (∼2.9 eV of ZnO calculated from a
UV−vis absorption Tauc plot shown in Figure S8 inset) is
facilitated by SWCNTs because of the bandgap difference.
The attachment of ZnO particles to SWCNT surfaces with

intermolecular charge transfer from wide bandgap ZnO
semiconductor oxide to no or lesser bandgap SWCNTs is
illustrated in Figure 4. The basic step of charge carrier dynamics

is considered to be commenced when electrons are excited from
the valence band to the conduction band of ZnO, triggered by
the illumination of light energy greater than or equal to the
bandgap energy. The photoexcited electrons of ZnO are
separated at the p−n heterojunction interface of s-SWCNT
+ZnO and the Schottky junction of m-SWCNT+ZnO. As a
result, the separated electrons are transferred and conducted to
the respective SWCNTs in the SWCNT+ZnO composites as
SWCNTs are a good conductivity of electricity providing a
driving force, while holes stay back in ZnO.3,47 This charge
separation inhibits the recombination of electrons and holes.
Therefore, considering the potential application in photo-
catalytic reactions, it is speculated that with the increase in
charge separation, the generation of highly reactive oxygen
species (ROS) are found to be enhanced when additional
photogenerated e− s combined with H2O molecules and O2 for
photocatalytic water treatment application. This mentioned
ROS includes H2O2, O2

•− , OH− , OH•, etc. which further assist
in degrading or decomposing organic/inorganic pollutants in
water into less harmful byproducts (illustrated in Figure 4).7

Summarizing from all the analysis and discussions, three
electronically different SWCNT are functionalized by ZnO
forming composites: m-SWCNT+ZnO, s-SWCNT+ZnO, and
p-SWCNT+ZnO are successfully performed by the facile
sonication method by preserving their individual properties.
Also, it is to be emphasized that photogenerated charge carriers
are separated at the heterojunction interface and transferred
from donor ZnO to SWCNTs acceptors, increasing the charge
carrier lifetimes. Thus, the enhancement in carrier lifetime due
to charge transfer between SWCNT and ZnO provides plenty of
future applications mostly in photocatalysis, sensors, devices,
fuel generation and photorelated applications. Hence, these
photoexcited charge carriers are separated in the SWCNTs/
semiconductor oxide interface inhibiting charge recombination,
thus, increasing the generation of reactive oxygen species by
interactions in the case of photocatalytic water treatment.

4.3. Determination and Analysis of Critical Coagu-
lation Concentration. To enhance the intermolecular
interaction between ZnO and SWCNTs with the optimum
quantity for functionalization and composite formation, critical
coagulation concentration (CCC) of different SWCNTs were
studied using ZnO as the coagulant. The stability of nanotube
dispersion is studied by its aggregation properties using ionic
coagulants and is described by the Schulze−Hardy rule (SH)
and modified-Derjaguin−Landau−Verwey−Overbeek (modi-
fied-DLVO) colloidal interaction theories. Critical coagulation
concentration is used to study colloidal stability referring to the

Figure 4. Illustration diagram of ZnO particles attached to the SWCNT surfaces and intermolecular charge transfer between ZnO and SWCNT for the
potential photocatalytic water treatment process.
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minimum concentration of a coagulant required to induce
coagulation of a stable colloidal solution. For experimental
analysis and calculation of CCC, this value is given by SH rule,
CCC ∝ z−6, where z = valence of the coagulant ion.
Theoretically, CCC is calculated from two approachesby
interaction energy (traditional calculation method) and
interaction force, when their maximum value reaches zero.33,48

The underlyingmechanism for the attraction between SWCNTs
and ZnO is based on heteroaggregations, where the involving
molecules are different, possessing different surface charge

densities. In addition, in the early stage of aggregation,
homoaggregation of SWCNTs and ZnO take place, which
later shifts toward heteroaggregation processes. The aggregation
rate is determined by dN12/dt = kN1N2; where k = rate constant,
N1, N2 = number concentrations of particles 1 and 2 (here, 1 =
ZnO and 2 = SWCNT), N12 = number concentration of dimer,
and t = time. At high salt concentration, diffusion-controlled
aggregation (DCA) occurs, as hydrodynamic interactions and
van der Waals forces have a minor effect. However, at low salt
concentration, particles undergo a slow aggregation known as

Figure 5. FESEM images of m-SWCNT+ZnO supernatant (drop casted 3 times) in determining CCC by various molarity of ZnO coagulant (a) 2 ×
10−3, (b) 4 × 10−3, (c) 6 × 10−3, (d) 8 × 10−3, and (e) 1 × 10−2 M.

Figure 6. (a−c) UV−vis absorption spectra (normalized) of the supernatant for determining CCC of m-SWCNT, s-SWCNT, and p-SWCNT
respectively with different ZnO coagulant concentrations ranging from 1 × 10−8 M to 1 × 10−2 M, and (d−f) determination of CCC point by linear
fitting of before (red) and after (black) the CCC of m-SWCNT, s-SWCNT, and p-SWCNT with ZnO coagulant, respectively
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reaction-controlled aggregation (RCA), as extra energy is
required to overcome the energy barrier developed due to the
electrical double layer. The transition between slow and fast
aggregation regimes, separated by CCC, highly depends upon
salt concentration and surface charge densities.49

Here, to show morphological interactions between SWCNT
and ZnO, m-SWCNT coagulation for 2 × 10−3 to 1 × 10−2 M
ZnO concentrations are used, as the CCC befall under this
range. Figure 5a−e show FESEM images of the supernatant
(three times drop cast) when different molarities of ZnO (2 ×
10−3, 4 × 10−3, 6 × 10−3, 8 × 10−3, and 1 × 10−2 M) are used for
coagulating stably dispersed m-SWCNT suspension in DMF.
From the images, by increasing ZnO concentrations from 2 to
10 mM, the amount of ZnO and SWCNTs suspended in the
supernatant decreased as expected. This shows that with the
addition of ZnO nanoparticles, SWCNTs are agglomerated by
the influence of the coagulant. A similar interaction was seen in
FESEM images shown in Figure S5d−f. In conjunction with the
previous results obtained from Raman spectroscopy, it can be
concluded that subnano ZnO particles have attached to
SWCNT surfaces noncovalently. Owing to the bigger aggregate
sizes of ZnO particles (∼100−200 nm) and its affinity to
aggregate, many stable ZnO aggregates outside SWCNT
surfaces are also sighted.
Parts a−c of Figure 6 show UV−vis absorption spectra of m-

SWCNT, s-SWCNT, and p-SWCNT, respectively, when ZnO
coagulants in a series of molar concentration ranging from 1 ×
10−2 to 1 × 10−8 M are introduced into the stably dispersed
SWCNT solution. From the absorption spectra, the absorption
at ∼370 nm originates from ZnO nanoparticles (Figure S8)
stably suspended in the supernatant. These peak intensities
corresponding to SWCNT decreases with the increase in ZnO
concentration beyond doubt (1× 10−8 > 1× 10−6 > 1× 10−4 > 2
× 10−4 > 4× 10−4 > 6× 10−4 > 8× 10−4 > 1× 10−3 > 2× 10−3 >
4 × 10−3 > 6 × 10−3 > 8 × 10−3 > 1 × 10−2 M) while the peak of
ZnO followed the opposite trend. Thus, showing maximum
intensity at 1 × 10−8 M and minimum at 1 × 10−2 M ZnO
concentration is apparent. It is seen that a negligible amount of
SWCNTs is dispersed in the supernatant of all the three
functionalizations for 1 × 10−2 M ZnO concentration. To

increase the accuracy and consistency in these obtained results,
the experiments were performed in triplets, shown in Figures 6a
and S9a,b for m-SWCNT, Figures 6b and S10a,b for s-SWCNT,
and Figures 6c and S11a,b for p-SWCNT.
Each peak in SWCNT UV−vis absorption spectra corre-

sponds to a certain SWCNT of specific chirality and diameter.
From the absorption wavelength of each van Hove peak,
SWCNT diameters are calculated using the tight-bindingmodel,
where, band gap energy is inversely proportional to the diameter
of SWCNT,50

E a E dfor m SWCNTs: (eV) 6 / 2.47/M
t11 0 0γ‐ = = (1)

E a E dfor s SWCNTs: (eV) 2 / 0.85/S
t11 0 0γ‐ = = (2)

E a E d(eV) 4 / 1.65/S
t22 0 0γ= = (3)

E a E d(eV) 8 / 3.29/S
t33 0 0γ= = (4)

where; dt = diameter of nanotube in nm, a0 = C−C bond length
= 0.142 nm, γ0 = hopping length = ∼ 2.9 eV, E(eV) = 1240/
λ(nm). The vanHove singularities are energy levels that resulted
from 1D quantum confinement of the electronic states in carbon
nanotubes when a 2D graphene sheet is rolled up, having a high
density of states.51 Therefore, in addition to CCC calculation,
the diameter of SWCNTs can also be determined using
absorption energy. Despite the addition of ZnO coagulants,
few nanotubes are stably dispersed. This method can be further
used as an SWCNT separation method of a certain diameter,
which is outside the scope of this reporting study but a potential
prospect.
In m-SWCNT dispersion with ZnO coagulant (Figure 6a), a

broad prominent 1D van Hove singularity transition is seen at
550−800 nm with small bumps between 400 and 550 nm. The
broad peak in higher wavelength is attributed to the first
transition of metallic SWCNT, M11 by the nanotubes of
diameter corresponding to∼0.8−1.4 nm (from eq 1). The lesser
wavelength absorption at 400−550 nm is attributed to the
second van Hove transition, M22 corresponding to ∼0.79−0.99
nm diameter m-SWCNT. For m-SWCNT, only the first two

Figure 7. UV−vis absorption spectra (normalized) showing the intensity difference in supernatants and aggregates of m-SWCNTs separated during
CCC experiment for ZnO concentration of (a) 0 mM or DMF alone, (b) 1× 10−3 M, (c) 2× 10−3 M, (d) 4× 10−3 M, (e) 6× 10−3 M, (f) 8× 10−3 M,
and (g) 1 × 10−2 M.
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transitions M11 and M22 are observed as the van Hove
singularities spacing is large.51,52 Whereas, in s-SWCNT, first
(1400−1800 nm), second (800−1200 nm), and third (400−
600 nm) transitions (S11, S22 and S33 respectively) are seen when
electrons are elevated from van Hove singularities valence band
to their corresponding conduction band.51,52 Here, Figure 6b
shows several small significant van Hove singularities in between
∼450 and 750 nm corresponding to S33 transitions, and each
peak is attributed to different s-SWCNT diameters of CNTs
ranging from ∼1.19−1.98 nm (from eq 4) and chirality. As the
p-SWCNT sample is composed of both semiconducting and
metallic SWCNTs, the M11, M22, and S33 transitions are evident.
The intensities of these peaks decrease due to the increase in
coagulation with the increase in ZnO molar concentration. This
indicates the formation of large aggregates via van der Waals’s
attractive forces between SWCNT/ZnO, ZnO/ZnO, and
SWCNT/SWCNT (homo- and heteromolecular aggregations).
Thereby, the number of suspended SWCNTs is reduced by
repressing electrostatic double-layer (EDL) repulsive forces
between the NTs with the influence of ZnO coagulant. Due to
the introduction of ZnO into the stably dispersed SWCNTs
suspensions, ZnO interacts with SWCNTs, reducing the surface
energy barrier of the nanotube. Thus, the attractive van der
Waals forces overpower double-layer repulsive forces and
thereby initiating the aggregate formation and coagulation
processes.
To delve deeper into the interaction mechanism between

SWCNT and ZnO in the CCC process, aggregate and
supernatant of the coagulant added solutions are separated
and explored through normalized UV−vis absorption analysis
separately. The study and analysis were done for 10−3 M
concentration series, where CCC befall for all three samples; m-
SWCNT (Figure 7), s-SWCNT (Figure S12) and p-SWCNT
(Figure S13). The increase in ZnO coagulant molar
concentration from DMF (controlled) i.e., no coagulant or 0
mM (Figure 7a) to 1 × 10−2 M (Figure 7g), the SWCNT
quantity in the supernatant is decreased which is undisputed.
From Figure 7a, it is apparent that the centrifugation effect is
absent in the whole experiment, thereby the reduction in
SWCNT quantity in the supernatant is wholly due to the
coagulation formed by adding ZnO. The lesser intensity of the
600−800 nm peak in the aggregates is undoubtedly due to the
suppression by the highly intense ZnO peak seen at ∼370 nm.
An identical study of s-SWCNT and p-SWCNT has been shown
in Figures S12 and S13 for the same experimental conditions.
SWCNTs have high van der Waals interaction between
individual nanotubes and are chemically dispersed stably due
to the interplay of attractive van derWaals force and electrostatic
double-layer repulsive forces/energy. However, at near-CCC,
the interfacial interaction played a major role with shorter
intermolecular distances, increasing the rate of aggregation.34

The absorption at 500 nm is utilized as the CCC
determination point for all SWCNT suspensions (m-SWCNTs,
s-SWCNTs, and p-SWCNTs). The supernatants after coagu-
lation and centrifugation are carefully collected without
disturbing the aggregates and separated for CCC analysis. The
experiments were executed in triplicate. The average of these
three results was taken and standard deviations were calculated
as shown in Figure S14. Chiefly, the calculated average values
were taken to calculate the CCC value with linear fitting as
shown in parts d−f Figure 6 for m-SWCNT, s-SWCNT, and p-
SWCNT respectively. The CCC values of m-SWCNTs, s-
SWCNTs, and p-SWCNTs are ∼1.9 × 10−3 M, 3.4 × 10−3 M,

and 2 × 10−3 M respectively. This indicates the involvement of
intimate interaction between semiconductor oxide ZnO and
SWCNTs, which will enhance efficient charge transfer between
heteromolecules. The difference in CCC values for three
different SWCNTs are due to the different dielectric and
electronic properties of metallic and semiconducting SWCNTs
as finite dielectric constants depend upon bandgap energy. The
finite dielectric constant of s-SWCNT is less than 5 (where
dielectric value is inversely proportional to the square of
bandgap) and a large absolute value for m-SWCNT.29 In
addition to the dielectric properties, the surface charge
distribution, ζ potential, and chirality of SWCNTs differentiate
the overall SWCNT properties.29,53 This distinctive dissimilarity
in CCC value also gave rise to the result that different chemical
reactivity occurred for m-SWCNT and s-SWCNT toward the
same ZnO particles. The CCC value of p-SWCNT lies in
between the CCC values of m-SWCNT and s-SWCNTs. Like
other analysis results, this behavior is contributed by the mixed
presence of both metallic and semiconducting SWCNTs in
pristine SWCNTs.
The determination of CCCby SH rule is based on the classical

DLVO theory under the assumption of certain morphology,
ionicity of the counterions (valence of counterion), and constant
surface potential during the interaction.54 Although the SH rule
of CCC determination is applicable in the case of ionic
coagulants for SWCNTs coagulation,55 it also shows a deviation
in some experimental coagulation studies. This deviationmay be
due to the molecular nature of the coagulant (similar in our
case), large molecular size as compared to ionic radii, and most
importantly the nature of surface potentials. Therefore, in the
case of molecular interactions, the SH rule is in controversy to
give CCC value. Also, DLVO theory is built on the assumption
that two particles are interacting in an infinite volume which
contradicts our experimental evaluation where an infinite
number of particles are interacting in a finite volume.54 The
fast coagulation/aggregation of the stably suspended SWCNTs
in DMF starts at the CCC point. At the CCC point, the EDL
repulsive forces that kept SWCNT dispersion stable reduces
fully and the van der Waals force of attraction controls the
aggregation kinetics. The particle aggregation follows RCA
kinetics before CCC and is replaced by DCA after the CCC
point where the EDL layer is below a threshold level by the
hindrances created due to coagulant addition and disrupts
surface energy distribution.34,56 Another experimental result
suggested that aggregation was triggered due to the direct
binding of counterions to SWCNT surfaces. This phenomenon
reduces and neutralizes the nanotube’s surface charges and was
proved by using differently charged ionic coagulants carrying
different charges: anionic and cationic, multivalent or
monovalent.49,55

B. Koh and W. Cheng had investigated the mechanism of
aggregation and redispersion of SWCNTs in an aqueous
medium by the influence of charge molecules and concluded
that SWCNTs aggregated when the surface charge was
neutralized by 74−86%, driven by electrostatic interactions.56

It is assumed that the DLVO theory of sphere-plate interaction
will be a suitable relationship to express surface potential barrier
with van der Waals’ interaction attractive forces and EDL
repulsive forces where the morphology of ZnO will be taken as a
sphere and the latter a plate-like structure.57,58 However, it is
difficult to choose a specific theory for this system as every
system and nature of particle morphologies are different from
the assumptions taken in the original theories. Nonetheless, to
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explore the behaviors of interacting particles in a solution, the
summation of repulsive EDL and attractive dispersion forces are
recognized and accepted.55 Here, as our study focuses on
heterointeraction and homoaggregations, ZnO−ZnO and
SWCNT−SWCNT are being ignored where DLVO sphere−
sphere and plate−plate models will be suitable to explain these
interacting phenomena. In heteroaggregations, SWCNT-ZnO,
assuming ZnO as a spherical molecule, for this study, the net
interaction energy analysis will also be suitable taking a sphere−
cylinder model using Hamaker’s approach for simplicity and
applicability. The advantage of the sphere−cylinder model is the
inclusion of the curvature effect, keeping in mind the cylindrical
structure of CNT. However, for some conditions: (i) for small
distance, i.e., h = d/r∼ 0.1≈ 0.001, d= separation distance, and r
= sphere radius, and (ii) for large separation, i.e., h ≥ 1, the van
der Waals interaction of sphere-flat plate model is adequate to
explain sphere-cylindermodel.59 It has been noted that in a small
separation distance, the EDL interaction may act as attractive as
the two interacting molecules have an asymmetric distribution
of EDL although the molecules possess the same surface
potentials. In smaller separation distance, the EDL is strongly
affected by the curvature effect.48,60 In the end, there is a need to
investigate the interaction energy or force for different structure
like carbon nanotubes. Therefore, the CCCs of the three
electronically different SWCNTsm-SWCNT, s-SWCNT, and
p-SWCNTwith ZnO coagulant are calculated experimentally
where the optimum interaction is assumed to occur. It is
concluded that the interaction between SWCNTs and ZnO are
apt to explain by the sphere-cylinder model. Also, due to the
variation in dielectric value and type of the SWCNTs, the CCC
values of m-SWCNT, s-SWCNT and p-SWCNT differed as
dielectricity is dependent on the energy band gaps.

5. CONCLUSION
ZnO nanoparticle synthesized from facile precipitation method
is used to functionalize three optically and electronically
different SWCNTm-SWCNTs, p-SWCNTs, and s-
SWCNTsand form composites. In the functionalization and
composites formation, ZnO subnanoparticles are attached and
anchored on SWCNT surfaces, thereby exhibiting distortion−
dislocation and strain. The crystallite sizes of the composites
were increased due to the additional sonication process and
incorporation of SWCNTs. Due to the charge transfer and
interaction between SWCNTs and ZnO, the carrier lifetimes
were increased by ∼1 ns and an increase in metallicity is seen in
s-SWCNT+ZnO. The carrier lifetime value of p-SWCNT+ZnO
(4.24 ns) lies in between s-SWCNT+ZnO (4.76 ns) and m-
SWCNT+ZnO (4.62 ns) because of the mixed presence of m-
SWCNT and s-SWCNT in p-SWCNT. The interaction between
SWCNT and ZnO have been due to the retardation in EDL of
SWCNTs by overpowering repulsive forces by the attractive van
der Waals force of attraction, thereby forming a bond between
the coagulant and SWCNT suspensions. The CCC of p-
SWCNT (2 × 10−4) lies in between m-SWCNT (1.9 × 10−4)
and s-SWCNT (3.4 × 10−4) in alignment with the carrier
lifetime values. The CCC indicates optimum interaction
between SWCNT and ZnO coagulant occurrence in these
defined concentrations. s-SWCNT shows a maximum CCC
value as compared to the other two SWCNTs. Although there is
a need to establish a precise sphere−cylinder interaction for the
net interaction energy expression with curvature effect, it is
assumed to be following the sphere−flat plate interactionmodel.
A careful analysis of charge transfer dynamics in this CCC value

with a precise calculation of the interaction energy between the

individuals would be beneficial as a prospective study for the

application of SWCNT/ZnO composites as it is vastly used in

many fields; electrical devices fabrication, photocatalysis,

photoelectrocatalysis, sensors, etc.
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